Hands-on, comprehensive cover
Basic: our complete supplementary
insurance package
We have combined the key supplementary benefits into our compact
multiple-award winning Basic package.

Carefree protection
Basic – secure

With Visana, you can put together your own

Advantageously combined

all-round cover

insurance cover customized to your circum-

• All-round protection for common risks

for your health

stances and needs. In the case of Basic, we

• Complete, easy-access package

have combined the most popular benefits from

• Favorable cost-benefit ratio

our supplementary insurance offer in one

• Co-payment discount

practical package. Basic is the package for

• No-claims discount

everyone who likes to keep things simple

• Discount on multiple-year contracts

without having to dispense with the necessary
security. It provides cover for the most common
risks not included in obligatory insurance
policies. Basic is an excellent, solid package of
benefits that has convinced the majority of our
customers and it’s the one that always gets the
best ratings in marketing comparisons.

Opt for cover that goes
the extra mile
When you are ill or have an accident, the obligatory health care insurance (OHI)
only provides the basic benefits. We recommend our Basic package to cover
insurance gaps or meet additional needs easily and simply.

The Basic package comprises
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2.
Benefits for
inpatient
treatment

1.
Benefits for
outpatient
treatment

3.
Benefits for
complementary
treatment

OHI
Obligatory
health care
insurance

5.
Contributions toward
promotion of health
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and preventive examinations, non-obligatory drugs, transport and rescue costs
Benefits for inpatient treatment, such as
cost of accommodation and treatment in
the general, semiprivate or private ward in
an acute care hospital
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4.
Vacanza travel
insurance

Outpatient benefits, such as check-ups
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Benefits for complementary treatment,
such as alternative treatment and drugs
used in complementary medicine
Vacanza travel insurance for at least eight
weeks’ health coverage for travel and
stays abroad
Contributions toward promotion of health
Up to CHF 350.– per year for contributions
towards fitness, courses and other activities.

Service with that little extra
Over 838 000 policyholders rely on our services, making Visana one of
Switzerland’s leading health and accident insurers. We promise excellent service. That’s why we regularly receive top ratings in independent
tests and customer surveys. Join us, and rely on our wide-ranging insurance portfolio, enjoying comprehensive benefits, attractive premiums
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and a host of further advantages.

